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BRIEFING MEMORANDUM 

TO: SPCSA Board 

FROM: Patrick Gavin 

SUBJECT: Nevada State High School Expedited Renewal Request 

DATE: December 2, 2015 

 

Background:  

Nevada State High School has submitted a request for expedited renewal in response to an 

invitation issued by the SPCSA Director pursuant to board policy.   

 

Analysis:  

Academics:  The SPCSA issues an Academic Performance Framework on an Annual Basis.  

Nevada State High School has been a 5 Star School since the inception of the NSPF.  It was ranked 

as Exceeds on the 2013 SPCSA Academic Framework and as Exceptional on the 2014 SPCSA 

Academic Framework.  

 

Organizational: In its current iteration, the SPCSA Organizational Framework is a rolling 

evaluation of school organizational performance.  Based on verified complaints and spot checks of 

school organizational performance, the Authority issues Notices of Concern or Notices of Breach 

for Organizational Performance.  Schools which have not received such notices are presumed to be 

in Good Standing.  Nevada State High School has received no Notices of Breach or Notices of 

Concern since the inception of the Framework and is currently presumed to be in Good Standing.   

 

Financial: Nevada State High School has a strong history of clean audit findings.  The SPCSA 

Financial Framework monitors a variety of indicators of financial health.  Nevada State High 

School has not received any Notices of Concern or Notices of Breach in relation to the financial 

framework.  After multiple years of significant operating surpluses, Nevada State High School’s 

board made the strategic decision to forgo incurring debt and opted to spend down prior year 

surpluses over the past several years to support expansion to serve additional students and the 

addition of new leadership capacity to support succession planning and future growth.  The school 

has consulted with the Authority regarding these investments and has proactively monitored its 

performance relative to the Financial Framework calculations to balance out the short term need to 

dip into prior year surpluses (thereby expending funds in excess of revenues) with the benefits of 

expansion and pipeline investments.  While these declines in fund balance and the incurring of 



expenses which exceed revenue merit ongoing monitoring, they have not resulted in any findings 

under the Financial Framework.   

 

Additional Context: 

It is important to note that the school has engaged in collaborative discussions with the Authority 

regarding its plans following renewal, including the submission of both an expansion amendment 

request and a Notice of Intent to apply for a separate charter under the same board in northern 

Nevada.  As part of that planning and self-evaluation, the school is currently an active participant in 

the Quality Schools Replication program pioneered at the New York City Center for Charter School 

Excellence and currently hosted by the Tennessee Charter School Incubator.  Through that process, 

the school has drafted a more resilient, scalable financial model which is intended both to support 

appropriate investments in the school’s current operations and position the school for sustainable 

expansion.  A copy of the more comprehensive financial model, including several growth scenarios 

for the existing charter, is supplied as Attachment 1. 
 

Recommendation: Approve Renewal  

Nevada State High School is one of the strongest academic and organizational performers in the 

SPCSA portfolio.  As noted above, the school’s financial performance merits ongoing monitoring to 

ensure that the operating deficit related to the expansion and pipeline investments does not recur.  

The school agrees that more aggressive internal monitoring of these indicators and segregating 

contingency, expansion, and capital refresh reserves from the school’s general funds and operating 

accounts to more appropriately reflect the school’s financial position are opportunities for growth 

and improvement which will only enhance the organization’s viability.  The school also recognizes 

that recurrence of fund balance declines and expenditures exceeding revenue in FY ‘16 would 

necessitate a Notice of Concern and heightened monitoring and intervention.   


